JOHNS HOPKINS MBA
DON'T JUST LOOK TO THE FUTURE
BUILD IT

JOHNS HOPKINS CAREY BUSINESS SCHOOL
Where will an MBA from Johns Hopkins take you?
You’re an innovator. You challenge the status quo and push yourself. You’re ready to solve complex problems and lead confidently. You’re ready to earn your MBA at Johns Hopkins Carey Business School.

Join our network of entrepreneurs, innovators, and researchers who don’t just shoot for the stars, we actually get there. Johns Hopkins experts landed the first spacecraft on an asteroid, pioneered the field of genetic engineering, and created a blood test for cancer. If you ask the big questions and are inspired by innovation, you’re one of us. And our MBA programs are built for you.

Providing the business analytics and leadership skills to propel your career, an MBA from Johns Hopkins is just the jumping-off point. Gain hands-on experience tackling complex business problems. Network with the university’s 220,000 alumni around the world. And graduate ready to build for what’s next.
Experiential Learning

At America’s first research university, we know firsthand that the next big discovery in business happens when we roll up our sleeves and immerse ourselves in the field. That’s why we push ourselves out of our comfort zones to bring the field to the classroom, take the classroom to the field, and drive innovations to market.

Gain the skills employers demand

Our courses and co-curriculars aren’t based on a mold. It’s about finding what leadership and problem-solving styles and strategies work best for you. When you’re faced with a tough decision or tight budget, what will you do? Push the envelope, think creatively, and find breakthrough innovations to overcome obstacles. Graduate with the framework to continue sharpening your personalized approach to leadership, research, client engagement, and communication throughout your career.
Go beyond the classroom

At Carey Business School, the classroom is just the beginning. Lead student organizations, attend and host conferences, and network with your classmates and other students across Johns Hopkins. Take advantage of all of Johns Hopkins’ opportunities to develop new skills, explore new industries, and build a network of colleagues who become friends for life.

Case competitions

Feel the adrenaline pumping as you walk on stage to present your solutions and business plans to some of the world’s most pressing business problems. Whether you thrive with competition or are looking to gain experience in your field, case competitions allow you to travel, network with industry leaders and sponsoring companies, gain experience in your sector, and earn cash prizes. In 2018-2019, we hosted three case competitions at Carey Business School. And students participated in 22 case competitions across the country with eight teams taking first place.
Student organizations

Put your leadership and teamwork skills to the test and have a lot of fun along the way. Whether it’s a national conference, speaker series, networking with industry experts, or social events, student organizations create programming around the hottest topics in business. And with a variety of industry, professional, cultural, and innovation-driven groups, you’ll find your spot. But if not, there’s always room to start your own. When you capitalize on the collective experience of your classmates, it’s not a question of if, but when.

Student Success Center

Your coursework will challenge you, and your professors will push you. But at Carey Business School, you never go it alone. Take advantage of our online and on-site Student Success Center for free individual and group tutoring. Partner with our certified peer and professional tutors and feel confident in your quantitative and qualitative skills.
Add Johns Hopkins to your resume

In the global market, jobs are more competitive than ever before. How do you rise above other applicants? Add Johns Hopkins University to your resume.

Your MBA is just the first step. Our Career Development Office works with you to build your professional profile and prepare for your next career move. Work alongside your certified career coach to connect with recruiters and network with industry leaders. And stay connected after graduation through our global community of over 222,000 Johns Hopkins alumni.

Career development resources

- **Career Coaching**
- **Drop-in Advising**
- **Job Search Tools**
- **Skills Workshops**
- **Personal Brand and Storytelling Toolkit**
- **Access to LinkedIn Learning**
- **Resume Writing Tools**
Online or in-person, it’s an MBA from Johns Hopkins

Founded in 1876, Johns Hopkins is America’s first research university. Innovation isn’t just what we do, it’s who we are. And when we built the online courses for our program, we knew we had to innovate. We built our Flexible MBA with online courses to equip you with the skills and knowledge top employers demand. And we built our degree to deliver Johns Hopkins-caliber courses anywhere in the world. Flex your time, not your standards.

Take advantage of the same university resources as your on-site counterparts, in addition to specialized services designed for online learning, including academic advising and library and IT services. Courses feature mostly asynchronous learning, allowing you to complete coursework each week on a schedule that works for you.

Residencies

Travel to Baltimore to learn alongside your online and on-site classmates, and learn from the professors who already know you by name. During our two- to three-day residencies, maximize the benefits of your degree with traditional classroom discussions and lectures. And expand your professional network by forging and strengthening bonds with your classmates and other students.
Experience our cities

Attend class in the third-largest metropolitan area in the U.S. Johns Hopkins Carey Business School’s Baltimore and Washington, D.C., campuses reside in one of the nation’s leading areas of economic, political, cultural, and social influence.

Our flagship campus in Baltimore is in the center of a booming innovation hub. Baltimore ranked third for women in technology and tenth-hottest city for tech jobs by *Time*. And we are just getting started.

Make yourself at home in Charm City

Just steps from campus, you’re ready to explore Baltimore’s waterfront promenade. Take a break from class and stroll along Fells Point’s 18th-century cobblestone streets, shuck oysters at one of our many open-air markets, and explore Baltimore’s Inner Harbor.

Baltimore is the perfect jumping-off point to network, look for internships, and accelerate your career. A short drive to Washington, D.C., only two hours to New York by train, and six hours to Los Angeles by plane, our Baltimore campus lets you stay connected with industries and our alumni across the country.

Full-time MBA students take courses in Baltimore.

Flexible MBA students choose between taking courses online or on campus in Baltimore or Washington, D.C.
Full-time MBA students take courses in Baltimore. Flexible MBA students choose between taking courses online or on campus in Baltimore or Washington, D.C.
Make an impact

Whether you’re putting down roots or preparing for a global career, make an impact on Baltimore while you’re here.

CityLab
Start with the building blocks of economic development and add creative design thinking to find innovative solutions to urban challenges in this for-credit course. Collaborate with top urban stakeholders to create sustainable wealth for your community. And watch your work come to life as you implement projects across Baltimore or Washington, D.C. Finish with the skills to position yourself for a career in urban or social innovation.

Community Consulting Lab
Work with a team of peers to find solutions to a local business’s biggest challenges. Spend seven months working closely with your organization, meeting monthly with an assigned business advisor. Then present your findings at the spring showcase.
See for yourself

Explore Carey Business School’s Baltimore and Washington, D.C., campuses through the use of 360-degree photography, narration, and video. The virtual tour brings our campuses to your desktop, laptop, or mobile device anywhere in the world.
The MBA you’d expect from Johns Hopkins

Earn your MBA with a focus on health and lead the next generation of health innovations

From changing government regulation, innovative health technologies, and business competition, the business of health is constantly shifting. And because health care cannot be treated with traditional supply-and-demand models, leaders need specialized industry knowledge to lead through the change.

For more than 140 years, Johns Hopkins faculty and students have worked side by side in a tireless pursuit of discovery. Whichever MBA you choose, collaborate across the Johns Hopkins Hospital and schools of medicine, nursing, and public health. Graduate ready to lead the next generation of health professionals.

Full-time MBA

This curriculum applies to full-time, JD/MBA, MD/MBA, BS Engineering/MBA, MPH/MBA, and MA in International Relations/MBA students.

Choose the Health, Technology, and Innovation pathway.

With five health industry-specific courses, find technology-driven, human-centered solutions to complex health problems.

Course Highlight: End-to-End Health Breakthroughs

In this two-course series, gain hands-on experience developing a product or service that has the potential to improve health care for patients around the world. Gain experience bringing a health innovation to market.
Flexible MBA

This curriculum applies to students in the following programs: Flexible MBA, Design Leadership MA/MBA, DNP/MBA, MSN/MBA, and MBA dual degrees with the Krieger School of Arts and Sciences.

Choose a specialization in health care management, innovation, and technology (online, in-person, or both)

The Health Care Management, Innovation, and Technology specialization at Johns Hopkins Carey Business School opens up Johns Hopkins’ vast networks — exposing you to the experts, knowledge, and practices available only at a world-leading medical school and health innovator.

Course Highlight: Health Innovation and Evaluation

Analyze emerging models of health care provision, including the role of information technology, mobile technologies, point-of-care diagnostics on a chip, health care at home, telemedicine, and technology-mediated innovations in health care for both consumers and providers.

Tap into the power of Johns Hopkins

Johns Hopkins is a community of innovators. We lead the way in cutting-edge medical innovations that will improve patient care and increase access to care across the globe. But an idea or technology alone won’t save lives. Put your business acumen to the test and collaborate with Johns Hopkins innovators to bring their health solutions from bench to bedside.

Hexcite

At the Hexcite early-stage medical software accelerator program, collaborate with a Johns Hopkins care provider for 16 weeks to bring their software solution to market. Join a team of design and engineering students while working closely with Johns Hopkins Medicine clinical faculty and staff. Hexcite teams conduct an internal pilot at Johns Hopkins before launching their start-up.

Commercialization Academy

The Commercialization Academy is an incubator for Johns Hopkins discoveries run by John Hopkins Technology Ventures. Through this partnership, connect with faculty, staff, and students across Johns Hopkins University and Hospital to bring over 300 new ideas to fruition and technologies to market each year. Apply as a Marketing or Business Development Fellow and work with a team to assess new technologies and market feasibility, conduct research on potential licenses, and draft marketing strategies.
Full-time MBA

You’re an innovator. You challenge the status quo and push yourself and the business world. You’re hungry to solve complex problems and lead confidently. The full-time Johns Hopkins MBA is built for you.

Are you prepared for tomorrow? Managers in every industry must navigate uncertainty and lead through transition. And we built our MBA for rapidly evolving markets. Graduate ready to succeed today and throughout your career. Graduate ready to build for what’s next.

Signature course

Innovation Field Project
In Carey Business School’s signature experiential learning course, use rigorous data-analysis methods and creative problem solving learned in the first year of the MBA to solve a client’s complex business problem. Work in teams with a faculty advisor and travel across the U.S. to engage in on-the-ground research at your client’s organization for three weeks.

Curriculum

Gain the analytic skills to mine big data for breakthrough business insights and the leadership skills to lead teams across industries. With a curriculum combining classroom learning and immersive experiential learning, graduate with the knowledge and hands-on experience to accelerate your career.

Customize your focus

Customize your electives to fit your career goals. Choose electives to focus on consulting, entrepreneurship, finance, leading organizations, marketing, or operations management.
Watch. Femi Ayanbadejo, MBA '16, partnered with NASA to launch an app using the power of AI to make personalized health data accessible to all. carey.jhu.edu/meet-femi
Analytics, Leadership, and Innovation

The next generation of great business leaders will harness business analytics to transform insights into innovative strategies. In the Analytics, Leadership, and Innovation pathway, build an even deeper understanding of business analytics to stay ahead of the competition. Simultaneously, hone the leadership skills to negotiate with your peers and implement data-driven solutions. Harness the synergy of business analytics and leadership to become a breakthrough business leader.

Course highlights

**Foundations of Business Analytics**
Explore the quantitative methods useful for decision-making in business settings. Formulate problems, translate those formulations into useful models, optimize the models, and interpret your results. Then put theory to the test and use software to solve complex business problems.

**Data Science: Artificial Intelligence**
Explore AI’s business potential and limitations, leverage AI’s output to advance business objectives, and optimize the combination of human and non-human intelligence. Later in the program, explore the human side of AI in your required ethics course. Leave with a holistic understanding of AI’s strengths, limitations, and unfolding challenges.
Health, Technology, and Innovation

Do you aspire to lead health innovations? The Health, Technology, and Innovation pathway will propel your career and empower you to improve health outcomes around the world. Partner with top faculty, business health practitioners, and leading researchers across the university and Johns Hopkins Hospital. And graduate ready to navigate change across all sectors of the health industry.

Course highlights

**Design Lab**
This experiential learning course provides a hands-on, data-driven decision-making experience. Manage the multiple touch points and decisions inherent in financing, research and development, contracting and negotiation, procurement, marketing, pricing, inventory management, and customer-relationship management activities associated with innovative products and services.

**Commercializing Discovery**
In this experiential learning course, assess the feasibility of bringing health-related innovations and inventions to market. And learn to turn a nascent innovation into a real-world breakthrough that can push health care forward.
Analytics, Leadership, and Innovation Curriculum

2-year program | 32 foundational credits | 8 pathway credits | 14 elective credits
Courses are 2 credits unless noted otherwise.
Color indicates pathway credits.

Year 1

Fall 1
» Data Science: Statistics
» Accounting Foundations
» Business Communication
» Marketing Management
» Professional Development for Career Success (non-credit)

Fall 2
» Behavioral Science: Leadership and Organizational Behavior
» Data Science: Econometrics for Market Analysis
» Microeconomics and Market Design
» Foundations of Business Analytics
» Professional Development for Career Success (non-credit)
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Spring 1
» Data Science: Big Data Consulting Project
» Finance
» Operations Management
» Elective (e.g., Analytics)

Spring 2
» Behavioral Science: Design Thinking (1 credit)
» Competitive Strategy
» Innovation Field Project (4 credits)
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)
Year 2

Fall 1
» Data Science: Artificial Intelligence
» Experiential menu course or Elective
» Elective
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Fall 2
» Behavioral Science: Negotiating Collaboratively I (1 credit)
» Experiential menu course or Elective
» Elective

Spring 1
» Ethical Leadership
» Experiential menu course or Elective
» Elective
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Spring 2
» Behavioral Science: Leading Change
» Experiential menu course or Elective
» Elective

Students must take two of the following experiential menu courses in their 2nd year:
» Design Lab
» Commercializing Discovery
» Leadership Development Expedition
» Applied Behavioral Strategy for Organizational and Social Impact
» Advising Team Projects

Foundations Week: Behavioral Science Boot Camp, Introduction to Experiential Education

*NEXT Advisory Team Meeting: Over the two years of the program, students work with an advisory team to develop the tools of critical reflection and constructive dialogue that will facilitate their leadership growth.
Health, Technology, and Innovation Curriculum

2-year program | 32 foundational credits | 10 pathway credits | 12 elective credits
Courses are 2 credits unless noted otherwise.
Color indicates pathway credits.

Year 1

Fall 1
» Data Science: Statistics
» Accounting Foundations
» Business Communication
» Marketing Management
» Professional Development for Career Success (non-credit)

Fall 2
» Behavioral Science: Leadership and Organizational Behavior
» Data Science: Econometrics for Market Analysis
» Microeconomics and Market Design
» Foundations of Business of Health
» Professional Development for Career Success (non-credit)
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Spring 1
» Data Science: Big Data Consulting Project
» Finance
» Operations Management
» Business Law, Health Law, and Regulations

Spring 2
» Behavioral Science: Design Thinking (1 credit)
» Competitive Strategy
» Innovation Field Project (4 credits)
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)
Year 2

Fall 1
» Data Science: Artificial Intelligence
» Design Lab
» Elective
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Fall 2
» Behavioral Science: Negotiating Collaboratively I (1 credit)
» Commercializing Discovery
» Elective

Spring 1
» Ethics of Business and Health
» Elective
» Elective
» NEXT Advisory Team Meeting* (non-credit)

Spring 2
» Behavioral Science: Leading Change
» Elective
» Elective

Additional experiential course electives:
» Leadership Development Expedition
» Applied Behavioral Strategy for Organizational and Social Impact
» Advising Team Projects

Foundations Week: Behavioral Science Boot Camp, Introduction to Experiential Education

*NEXT Advisory Team Meeting: Over the two years of the program, students work with an advisory team to develop the tools of critical reflection and constructive dialogue that will facilitate their leadership growth.
Make the most of your MBA experience with an advisory team dedicated to your professional growth.

At Johns Hopkins Carey Business School, we know that no one makes it to the top alone. That’s why we match our full-time MBA students with a personalized advisory team including an industry expert and career coach. Your curated advisory team is here to help you make the most of your MBA experience.

Your MBA is a time for self- and career exploration. As you work with your team, hone your reflection and feedback skills. And build resilience as you find what works and doesn’t work in your own approach to business and leadership.

With the help of your NEXT advisory team, connect your experiences inside and outside the classroom so you graduate with a compelling, coherent professional identity. Walk into your next interview ready to communicate your professional narrative, the value of your MBA, and what distinguishes you as a business leader.
Employment outcomes
*Data collected for 2020 graduates

$114,812
Average base salary
and signing bonus

$25,984
Additional compensation
(on top of base salary and signing bonus)

92.9%
Accepted full-time offers*
*120 days after graduation
Flexible MBA

You’re a self-starter with business experience. You have a demanding schedule and demand the most from yourself. And you hold yourself to a higher standard—the Johns Hopkins standard. Our Flexible MBA is built for you.

Our Johns Hopkins faculty and curriculum, on your schedule

Take courses online or in-person and with the flexibility to meet your goals without putting your career on hold. Admissions and course requirements are the same for online and on-site students. And maximize your degree with two- to three-day on-site residencies, and network with your fellow students (both on-site and online), faculty, and alumni.

Course highlight

Leadership Development Expedition

Put your leadership skills to the test and kayak through Belize’s pristine waterways or hike Norway’s breathtaking fjords. Take yourself out of your comfort zone to honestly assess your own leadership style and gain hands-on experience leading teams in challenging environments.
Curriculum

Blend traditional and project-based courses and graduate with the analytic and leadership skills to advance your career.

Specializations*
» Business Analytics and Risk Management
» Digital Marketing
» Entrepreneurial Marketing
» Entrepreneurship, Innovation, and Technology
» Financial Management

» Health Care Management, Innovation, and Technology
» Investments
» Public and Private Sector Leadership

Business foundations (20 credits)
» Accounting and Financial Reporting
» Business Analytics
» Business Communication**
» Corporate Finance
» Economics for Decision Making
» Leadership and Organizational Behavior

» Marketing Management
» Operations Management
» Statistical Analysis
» Strategic Management

Sample electives (34 credits)
» CityLab
» Corporate Governance
» Data Analytics
» Entrepreneurial Ventures
» Fixed Income
» Managing in a Diverse and Global World
» Marketing Strategy

» Negotiation
» Pharmaceutical Strategy
» Power and Politics
» Discovery to Market
» Social Media Analytics
» Wealth Management

*All students must earn 34 elective credits to graduate. You may earn up to three specializations using these elective credits, but you are not required to earn a specialization.

**Online sections of Business Communication require students to attend an in-person residency at the Baltimore campus. The residency for Business Communication is two days.
Customize your Flexible MBA

Choose from one of our eight in-demand specializations to prepare you for your career path.

**Business Analytics and Risk Management**
Strengthen your ability to make decisions and translate your ideas into business applications. Graduate with the expertise to harness data and navigate uncertainty with confidence.

**Entrepreneurship, Innovation, and Technology**
Whether you are commercializing your ideas or creating a new venture enterprise, you will graduate ready to take on creative roles in a fast-evolving market.

**Financial Management**
Advance your analytical tools and become an effective financial manager in today’s uncertain economic environment. Build a strong foundation in financial theory and develop skills designed to prepare you for a career in corporate finance.

**Health Care Management, Innovation, and Technology**
Immerse yourself in the innovative spirit of Johns Hopkins’ highly-ranked medical school. Stay ahead of the curve to become a leader in your organization with the skills needed to create unique opportunities for health care professionals.

**Investments**
Invest in yourself and participate in applying modern investment theory to real-world scenarios. Become a leader in the latest financial tools and techniques in today’s fast-paced market.

**Digital Marketing**
Meet the demands in cutting-edge marketing with techniques to identify trends involving consumers and their digital environments.

**Entrepreneurial Marketing**
Whether you’re starting a business or helping an established company, equip yourself with highly sought-after expertise in market creation.

**Public and Private Sector Leadership**
Acquire the crucial skills needed to manage through change and uncertainty between private and public sectors. And prepare yourself with the experience to lead with confidence.
Employment outcomes

*Data collected for 2020 graduates

$117,089

Average base salary and bonus

58%

Received a salary increase
while in program

38%

Received a promotion
while in program
Earn two degrees in less time

You’re an expert in your field and ready to partner with top schools inside and outside of Johns Hopkins. Our dual degrees are built for you.

**Design Leadership MA/MBA**
- Full-time / Baltimore
- Partner school: Maryland Institute College of Art
- Think differently. Break the mold. And transform organizations, marketplaces, and lives. Earn two degrees, an MBA from Johns Hopkins and an MA in Design Leadership form the Maryland Institute College of Art.

**Master of Public Health/MBA**
- Full-time / Baltimore and Washington, D.C.
- Partner school: Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health
- Armed with a deep understanding of the business of health, graduate uniquely qualified to work in the dynamic world of public health. Gain the business and leadership skills to manage teams across health agencies and organizations.

**JD/MBA**
- Full-time / Baltimore
- Partner school: University of Maryland Francis King Carey School of Law
- Pair your University of Maryland JD with an MBA and graduate as a business leader with legal expertise or as a lawyer ready to manage firms.

**MD/MBA**
- Full-time / Baltimore
- Partner school: Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
- Diagnose and treat complex issues in the health care industry. Stand out among your peers with the business skills to lead hospitals and manage large health care systems.

**BA in Engineering/MBA**
- Full-time / Baltimore
- Partner school: Johns Hopkins Whiting School of Engineering
- Develop solutions to solve real-world problems and translate breakthroughs and discoveries into viable innovations in engineering.
MA in International Relations/MBA

» Full-time / Baltimore or Washington, D.C.
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies
» Deepen your knowledge and learn how to address global challenges in a way that will help you understand how different environments are linked.

Doctor of Nursing Practice Executive Track/MBA

» Part-time / Baltimore and online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins School of Nursing
» Take all your courses together as a cohort and combine the best in clinical care with the business and leadership skills to manage change in the dynamic health industry.

MSN in Healthcare Organizational Leadership/MBA

» Full-time and part-time / Baltimore, Washington, D.C., and online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins School of Nursing
» Complement your training in exceptional patient care with a focus on management and administration, information technology, health policy, or case and population management.

MS in Applied Economics/MBA

» Part-time / Baltimore, Washington, D.C., and online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
» Develop analytical approaches with business skills in mind to leverage the decision-making processes of global markets and policy. Choose from eight in-demand specializations.

MS in Biotechnology/MBA

» Part-time / Baltimore, Washington, D.C., or online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
» Graduate with the expertise to help develop advancements in life sciences and business. Customize your part-time MBA experience and choose from one of our eight in-demand specializations.

MA in Communication/MBA

» Part-time / Baltimore, Washington, D.C., or online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
» Tackle tomorrow’s biggest business problems with cutting-edge communication strategies and managerial know-how. And rise as a leader in public and media relations, advertising, crisis communication, risk communication, or organizational development.

MA in Government/MBA

» Part-time / Baltimore, Washington, D.C., or online
» Partner school: Johns Hopkins Krieger School of Arts and Sciences
» Bridge the traditional separation of private and public sectors to find multidisciplinary solutions to lead in a political environment. Choose from among any of our eight in-demand specializations from a diverse group of focus areas.
Your MBA is an investment

Let Johns Hopkins invest in you

You are automatically considered for any applicable scholarships when you apply. No separate application required.

Carey Business Fellowship

Full-time applicants
The Carey Business Fellowship recognizes high-achieving full-time students. You are eligible if you have three years of work experience by program start, scored above the 80th percentile on the GMAT/GRE, and have a 3.3 or higher GPA.
Award: Full tuition for two years and a $19,800 stipend per year

Carey Scholars

Flexible MBA applicants
The Carey Scholarship recognizes high-achieving Flexible MBA students with a GMAT or GRE score in the 80th percentile.
Award: 75 percent of tuition covered for three years

Dean’s Scholarship

Full-time and Flexible MBA applicants
The Dean’s Scholarship recognizes students whose background and talents, academic and otherwise, will enrich and benefit their academic program and Carey Business School’s community.
Award: Amounts vary. Up to full tuition for full-time applicants
Reaching Out MBA Fellowship

**Full-time applicants**
In partnership with Reaching Out, we offer scholarships and exclusive programs for budding LGBTQ+ business leaders.
Award: $10,000, stackable with other scholarships, and access to Reaching Out programming and mentoring, LGBTQ+ leadership opportunities, summer career treks, and more.

Forte Fellowship

**Full-time MBA applicants**
The Forte Fellowships are competitive awards that recognize high-achieving, emerging female leaders in the full-time Johns Hopkins MBA.
Award: Scholarship funding ranging from $10,000 per year to full-tuition, renewable for two years.

Baltimore Business Scholarship

**Flexible MBA**
The Baltimore Business Scholarship recognizes high-achieving Flexible MBA students employed at an organization in Baltimore.
Award: 50 percent of tuition for three years

For a complete list of scholarships: carey.jhu.edu/scholarships
What’s next?

» Learn more about your program online at carey.jhu.edu/mba-programs

» Attend an online information session for an introduction to Carey Business School at carey.jhu.edu/info-session

» Visit our campuses and meet with our admissions officers.

» Apply at carey.jhu.edu/apply

Questions?
Our Admissions team has answers.

carey.admissions@jhu.edu
410.234.9220 / 877.88.CAREY (877.882.2739)
carey.jhu.edu/admissions

facebook.com/JHUCarey / twitter.com/JHUCarey
@JHU_Carey_Business_School